also extend to increasing visibility of and access to data sets by providing accession codes in a distinct tab display online, and linking out to the data sets from the paper (see, for example, http://go.nature.com/I8wvg3) -and, along the same vein, we plan to introduce data citations in 2014. In May 2014, NPG will also launch Scientific Data (http://www.nature. com/scientificdata/), an online-only, open-access publication dedicated to publishing 'data descriptors' , a new content type intended to make data more discoverable and reusable.
Today, journal impact factor is all too often conflated with journal reputation, with ensuing frustrations for researchers and journal editors. We at Nature Cell Biology are not immune to these frustrations but, nevertheless, our abiding mandate remains to publish research papers of the highest quality across a broad swath of cell biology. Although journal impact factor is now a primary consideration when authors are deciding where to submit their papers, we also hear repeatedly from researchers that the reach of a journal in a particular discipline, the quality of the papers that the journal has published in specific subject areas, and the interactions that researchers have had with editors, continue to be important criteria, as they were in the years before the impact factor obsession.
Series on Genomic Instability
In this issue, we present the first Review in a series covering current knowledge of genomic surveillance mechanisms.
The maintenance of genomic stability is crucial to prevent human diseases such as cancer. This month, we are pleased to launch our Series on Genomic Instability featuring Reviews covering key aspects of mechanisms causing failure in genome duplication, segregation and repair. We begin in this issue with a Review by Zeman and Cimprich highlighting current knowledge of the causes and consequences of DNA replication stress. They discuss how aberrant DNA structures may form, how the cell responds to these challenges and how defects in the replication stress response can result in disease.
A subsequent Review, to be published in the coming months, will discuss mechanisms generating multipolar spindles, a feature linked to aneuploidy and cancer. It will be followed by a Review presenting recent insights into how stem cells cope with DNA damage to preserve genome integrity and stem cell function. The final Review will focus on how the genome is spatially reorganized and how translocations form as a consequence of DNA breaks. This series does not aim to provide a comprehensive overview of the field, but to highlight some interesting aspects that are currently under intense investigation. In the spring, the Reviews will be hosted on a dedicated section of the Nature Cell Biology website and will be accompanied by a collection of relevant articles published in Nature Cell Biology and other Nature journals. We thank our authors for their contributions and hope that our readers find the Reviews stimulating and enjoyable.
